THESIS/DISSertation Tuition WAIVER

Date: __________________________

TERM (circle one): FALL 20___ SPRING 20___

NAME: __________________________ SID: __________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS: __________________________

REGISTRATION: number of units __________________________

DEPT: __________________________ CUM GPA __________________________

Department Head/Director Signature __________________________ Student Signature __________________________

The waiver reduces non-resident tuition to what Arizona residents pay for tuition for 1 to 6 units. The award excludes the mandatory registration fees and any additional tuition charged by individual programs. The waiver is designed to reduce the tuition for non-resident students who are within 2 years of completing their degree and only working on their thesis or dissertation (document) research and writing. These awards are separate from the Graduate Tuition Scholarships and should not be used in combination.

ELIGIBILITY:

1. Non-resident graduate (masters or doctoral) degree-seeking student,

2. Enrolled at The University of Arizona for one to six (1 to 6) credits of 900-level units ONLY (no actual courses),

3. Within two (2) years of completing the masters or doctoral degree.

RANGE OF SUPPORT: based on the current non-resident tuition rate

LIMITATIONS: four (4) semesters. This may not be combined with a Graduate Tuition Scholarship.